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other special events.
The three-day Project Studio Expo (PSE), one of the most
exciting series of sessions at AES,
returns to the 2015 convention,
sponsored by Prism Sound in association with English publication
Sound On Sound. In past years,
PSE has pushed the boundaries of
the AES through educating semipros and students on topics that
bring them closer to the knowledge
and experiences of seasoned pro-

By Clive Young
The 39th AES International Convention is right around the corner, bringing with it everything
pro audio. Recent times have seen
the convention rejuvenated with
new ideas, new programs and
new events, and this year’s edition
adds even more to the plate. Set
for October 29-November 1 at the
Jacob Javits Center in New York
City, the AES Convention will
deliver four days that enlighten,
educate and dare we say it, entertain, too.
It’s no secret that the pro audio
industry gathers at AES each year
to see the latest gear, discover what
the next big trends are and to network with fellow movers and shakers, but there’s a lot more to an
AES Convention than that—there
are educational workshops conducted by industry experts; panels
packed with current top producers
and engineers; tech tours that take
you behind the scenes at famous
sites; and far more.
One of the biggest draws, of
course, is the exhibition floor,

agenda on page 28

rejuvenated on page 28

AES Sessions
Mull Tidal
Wave of
B’Cast Change

Continuing the momentum it has built in recent years, a rejuvenated Audio
Engineering Society Convention convenes on October 29 at the Jacob Javits
Center in New York City for its 139th edition. When the show floor opens on
October 30, attendees will experience an annual event that continues its bleeding
edge technological revue via forward thinking new products exhibits, papers,
tutorials, workshops and an impressive schedule of must-see special events. As
always, if it’s about audio, it’s at AES—now more than ever before.

By Steve Harvey
There is a tidal wave of
change heading towards the
broadcast industry, according
to Joe Zaller, CEO of research
firm Devoncroft.
A recent report coauthored by Devoncroft Partners on the broadcast and
media technology supply market observes that the adoption of IP delivery methods
and workflows, which started
around 2011, has caused a significant structural shift in the
TV business. This year’s AES
Convention will address some
of those changes and debate

Broad Appeal Marks
139th AES Agenda

broadcast on page 28

on the | inside

By Strother Bullins
The upcoming AES Convention
in New York City promises to
be what members and attendees
expect and much more, nurturing
emerging audio professionals while
broadening its scope in areas such
as live sound and lucrative niche
disciplines including archiving/
restoration, game audio and networked systems. Meanwhile, the
annual event continues its bleeding edge technological revue via
papers, tutorials, workshops and

+BROADCAST, STREAMING
MEDIA ADVANCEMENTS
IN AES FOCUS Page 3

+EXAMINING THE
CUTTING EDGE OF
GAME AUDIO Page 4

+KOENIG HEYSER LECTURE:
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A-T Shows New Open-Back
Reference Headphones
BOOTH 419 Audio-Technica is displaying
its ATH-R70x professional open-back
reference headphones. The ATH-R70x
is Audio-Technica’s first professional
open-back reference headphone, joining the ATH-M70x in A-T’s flagship professional headphone lineup. Featuring Audio-Technica’s
comfortable, self-adjusting
3D Wing Support Headband
Design that adapts to automatically fit any wearer with no need
for adjustment, the R70x also has
breathable fabric ear-pads, providing
prolonged comfort for continuous use in
professional environments. The proprietary driver unit, specially designed for the
R70x, is the culmination of over 40 years
of headphone design and manufacturing
experience.
The ATH-R70x employs high-efficien-

Audio-Technica’s ATH-R70x professional openback reference headphones
cy magnets and a pure alloy magnetic
circuit design, reducing distortion and
ensuring accurate and extended high
frequency response. Use of its carbon composite resin improves
structural rigidity to provide
detailed transient response. The
headphones’ acoustically transparent aluminum honeycomb
mesh housing provides a natural
and spacious open-back sound. The
ATH-R70x’s feather-light weight (approx.
210 g w/o cable), combined with robust
construction, is perfectly suited for professional use. It also features a unique dualsided detachable locking cable that is L/R
signal-independent, always ensuring proper
stereo orientation.

Yamaha CL/QL V3.1,
StageMix 5.1 Available
BOOTH 319 Yamaha Professional Audio is featuring a firmware update
Version 3.1 for CL and QL Series digital mixing consoles, adding a
number of new features including control of the RSio64-D, or “bento
box,” which serves as a bridge between the Dante network and MYcard format. Updates are also available for the StageMix application
with V5.1 for iPad, R Remote application, and Console File Converter
applications that provide broad data compatibility between Yamaha
digital mixing consoles.
New features in Version 3.1 include the addition of a Pan Law
Parameter with Center Nominal and LR Nominal settings to monaural input channels. When Center Nominal is selected, nominal level is
produced when the channel is panned to center; and when LR Nominal is selected, nominal level is
produced when the channel is
panned full L or R.
Several significant new features have been added in StageMix Version 5.1 for CL, M7CL
and LS9 Digital Consoles
including 121-Band Real Time
Analyzer (RTA) support that
expands on the 61-band capabilYamaha is featuring a firmware update
Version 3.1 for its CL and QL Series digital ity of the current RTA by using
the built-in iPad microphone.
mixing consoles
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ShowNews
ABRASH KEYNOTE
Michael Abrash, Chief
Scientist of Oculus VR,
is delivering the opening
keynote speech at the
139th AES Convention
on Thursday, October 29
as part of the opening
ceremonies starting at
1p.m. Abrash’s topic is
“Virtual Reality, Audio
and the Future.” Abrash
was the GDI development
lead for the first two
versions of Windows NT,
joined John Carmack
to write Quake at Id Software, worked on the first
two versions of Xbox, co-authored the Pixomatic
software renderer at Rad Game Tools, worked on
Intel’s Larrabee project, worked on both augmented
and virtual reality at Valve, and currently leads the
Oculus Research team. He is also the author of
several books, including Michael Abrash’s Graphics
Programming Black Book, and has written and
spoken frequently about graphics, performance
programming, and virtual reality.

ShowNews
B’cast, Streaming Media
Advancements in AES Focus
Broadcast and Streaming Media sessions are set to once again take the
spotlight in New York City at the 139th AES International Convention. Audio, video and digital media professionals are slated to present on a variety of topics regarding content, delivery, technology, and
more, curated by Broadcast and Streaming Media Track chairman
David Bialik.
This year’s AES Convention panels and presentations represent a
broad range of timely topics in today’s evolving Broadcast and Streaming industry, from both the production and end-user sides. Slated topics
will include Audio Over IP, Over The Top (OTT) Content, 4K and 8K
Broadcast Video, Facility Design, Adaptive Streaming and more. Other
presentations include case studies such as Production of A Prairie Home
Companion and a session on Sound Design, as well as Loudness for
Streaming, Mixing for Live Tele-Media, Integrating Mobile Telephony
and IP in Broadcast, and other hot issues in audio and video programing distribution and production. This year, once again AES is hosting
the Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE), which will be administering
certification exams on Sunday of the Convention, which serve as a way
to educate while quantifing skills to potential employers.
Additionally, a session celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the
Master Antenna on the Empire State Building will be presented in conjunction with the SBE.
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Genelec Is On the Menu at
Manhattan’s Pier A
PHOTO COURTESY OF PIER A. ©2015

BOOTH 138 Designated
a New York City landmark, Pier A is Danny
McDonald’s biggest coventure yet. (McDonald
is co-owner of numerous
successful bars and restaurants in Lower Manhattan.) The first floor
is a free-flowing space
designed for convivial
eating and drinking, sur- An interior area of the new Pier A restaurant in
rounded by a promenade Lower Manhattan, featuring active loudspeakers
with tables for outdoor from Genelec.
dining; the second floor
gives way to a multi-room, fine dining experience inspired by the Hudson
River Valley foodshed, complete with an intimate cocktail bar; and the third
floor, which offers unparalleled views of the Lower Manhattan waterfront
and Financial District skyline, hosts special events. To cover all of that,
AV systems integrator Communications Engineering Management (CEM)
installed a combination of Genelec 8030 and 8020 monitors and 7050 subwoofers throughout the entire complex.
Eric Olsen, Managing Partner at CEM, says Genelec was the best choice
for the project. “Because each speaker has its own power amp, each one’s
volume can be adjusted as needed, so you have a high degree of local volume
control. That really lets you tailor the volume levels for any part of the room.”

DPA Shares Audio Advice
at Live Sound Expo
BOOTH 727 DPA Microphones is co-sponsoring the Live Sound
Expo at the 139th AES
Convention. As part of
its sponsorship, Gabriel
Antonini, national sales
support and business
development manager
at DPA Microphones,
and Jeremiah Slovarp,
Emmy Award-winning
sound engineer and DPA’s d:screet Omnidirectional Miniature
producer, will present Necklace Microphone
on behalf of DPA. All
presentations and performances taking place on the show floor
next to the exhibits will incorporate the company’s microphones,
further showcasing the sound quality of DPA’s audio solutions.
Additionally, DPA will demo its latest products for live sound,
broadcast, recording, conferences and AV installation, including
the new d:screet Omnidirectional Miniature Necklace Microphone, as well as the d:dicate Recording and the d:facto Vocal
Microphones.
The new d:screet Omnidirectional Miniature Necklace Microphone is ideal for applications where the microphone must be
hidden from view without obstructing performers’ ability to move
freely.

ShowNews

AES Examines Cutting Edge of Game Audio Issues
Gaming has overtaken movies and music as
the most popular form of entertainment, and
the 139th AES Game Audio Track will cover
the latest developments and technologies in
the field at this year’s 139th AES International Convention.
“Game audio is possibly the most technologically advanced and fastest growing
segment in the audio field and the AES has
been on top of this industry sector since its
infancy,” says Steve Martz, 139th AES Game
Audio Track Chair. “Our Game Audio Track
is the place to keep pace with the cutting edge,
whether you’re a professional working in the
field or looking to it as a career or an alternate source of income.”
The 139th Convention’s Game Audio
Track features a diverse program of topics

and presenters beginning with the Thursday,
October 29 keynote speech to be given by
Michael Abrash, chief scientist of leading virtual reality company Oculus VR-at press time,
it was announced that Oculus will additionally participate in the convention as sponsor of
the Game Audio Track. Thursday’s sessions
kick off with “Reinventing the Sound for Call
of Duty: Advanced Warfare” presented by
Sledgehammer Games--Activision’s David
Swenson. Among the other Thursday sessions
is “Audio Shorts--Indie Edition,” with the
theme “Big Games From Little Studios.” In
the Audio Shorts presentations, three presenters will discuss the creation of their titles with
a poster session following to allow attendees
to experience the demo up-close.
In Friday, October 30’s Game Audio

paper presentations, “Real Time Morphing
of Impact Sounds” will host Sadjad Siddiq
of Square Enix Co., Ltd., presenting a paper
on a new method of morphing two sounds to
synthesize entirely new ones. Leonard J. Paul
of Toronto’s School of Video Game Audio
will also discuss the use of Pure Data (Pd) as a
free game audio engine for game studios with
limited budgets and for educational purposes.
Aspiring game sound designers will
want to check out Saturday’s “Game Audio
Careers - Blazing a Path to Your Future,”
where a panel of five top creative professionals, lead by Stephen Harwood, Jr, Chair of
the Education Working Group of the Interactive Audio Special Interest Group, will give
advice on how to get that first gig in the big

game audio on page 26

SPONSOR Guitar Center Professional (GC Pro),
the outside sales division of Guitar Center that
focuses on the needs of professional users,
recently collaborated with GC Pro Affiliate
Program member Horacio Malvicino of the
New York-based Malvicino Design Group, on
the design, outfitting and commissioning of the
private production facility for Mexican regional music star Espinoza Paz. The vast majority
of the multi-room facility’s audio equipment
was sourced for the Malvicino Group through

Javier Willis, Account Manager at the San
Diego, California GC Pro office. The facility, named ESPI 10.29 Studios, is located in
the Marina neighborhood of Mazatlán in the
Mexican state of Sinaloa.
The main control room is outfitted with
a 48-input Solid State Logic Duality mixing
console, a 48-track Avid Pro Tools|HDX3 system and a Studer A827 Gold Edition 24-track
analog tape machine, Ocean Way Audio HR2
main monitors and racks of outboard process-

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MALVICINO
DESIGN GROUP. © 2015.
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A GC Pro Assist on Mexico Star’s Studio

ESPI 10.29 Studios, located in the Marina
neighborhood of Mazatlán in the Mexican state of
Sinaloa. The studio was outfitted by the Malvicino
Design Group with gear sourced through GC Pro.
ing. The second control room houses a 24-fader
AMS Neve Genesys mixing console and another Pro Tools rig.

ShowNews
AES Tech Program Offers
Tantalizing Slate
Papers, Tutorials and Workshop presentations
in the 139th AES Convention Technical Program
represent the latest scientific and in-the-field
research of audio concepts and applications.
Paper topics this year include timely subjects
ranging from Audio Education and Forensic
Audio, to Cinema Sound, Sound Reinforcement,
Spatial Audio and more. Tutorial topics are slated to include “Interactive Music: Past, Present
and Future,” “Main Microphone Techniques for
2.0 and 5.1,” “Listening Tests—Understanding
the Basic Concepts,” and other in-depth topics
of interest. Additional topics in the Workshop
series will include “Low Frequency Behavior in
Small High Accuracy Listening Environments,”
“Perceptual Evaluation of High Resolution
Audio,” “AES67 Interoperability Testing,” “Hot
Topics in Intellectual Property” and many more
over the convention’s four days.
Many facets of the AES139 Technical Program are directly linked to the series of specialized, topical Tracks, which offer direction to
related events and presentations in a specific
audio field. This year’s Tracks, representing several of the major areas of focus for attendees,
include Archiving and Restoration, Broadcast
and Streaming Media, Game Audio, Live Sound,
Networked Audio, Product Development, and
Recording and Mastering.
In addition to the full schedule of educational opportunities and technical presentations,
AES139 also offers unprecedented opportunities
to network with industry legends, up-and-coming professionals and peers on the Convention
floor, as well as through the offsite Tech Tours
and other events around New York City, hosted
by exhibitors and sponsors.
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ShowNews
Koenig on Audio Forensics
in Heyser Lecture
Esteemed Forensic
Audio/Video Analyst
Bruce E. Koenig is
delivering the Richard C. Heyser Memorial Lecture during the
139th AES International Convention. The
lecture, titled “Acoustic Forensic Gunshot
Analysis—The Kennedy Assassination and
Bruce E. Koenig
Beyond,” will give an
in-depth look at the role
that audio forensics has played in this historical
context, as well as in current events and investigations. The Heyser Memorial Lecture is part of
the Special Events program. The lecture is put
on by the AES Technical Council and is open
to all registered attendees, including those with
the “Exhibits-Plus” Badge, which is free with
advance registration.
In his presentation, retired FBI agent and
forensic consultant Koenig will illuminate the
mysteries of acoustic gunshot analysis, which
first drew public attention with the examinations of a police department recording made
during President John F. Kennedy’s assassination in Dallas, Texas, in 1963. Koenig will
explain the audio tests performed in those
examinations and shed light on procedures
used in other controversial cases, such as
recent police shootings. He will also offer
insights on the use of critical listening, highresolution waveform, spectrographic, narrowband spectrum, energy contour and statistical
analyses, as well as give his views on the latest developments in the field. The lecture will
conclude with a look at the research needed
to move acoustic gunshot analysis forward in
coming years.

EAW, BOOTH 1B02 Livewire, located
in the heart of Scottdale, AZ’s
entertainment district, is an advanced
concert and performance space that
hosts a spectrum of national touring
acts, comedians, artists, DJs and
selected up-and-coming local bands.
Bringing it all to live is a new EAW
Anya sound reinforcement system
made up of four Anya columns--two
made up of four modules and two
made up of two modules. When in club
mode they fly down from the ceiling
to the mezzanine level to create a
club environment. To round out the
club system, six EAW SB2001 dual
21-inch subwoofers are located under
the stage in a custom built concrete
bumper for incredible low end.

It’s Telefunken for Katie Lee
BOOTH 742 Prolific producer, songwriter and studio owner Matty Amendola assembled a diverse
collection of Telefunken microphones for the
debut album from Katie Lee. “The AK-47 tube
mic and the M80 dynamic were the only vocal
mics on the record,” says Amendola. “I used the
DD5 drum package on my kit, and I also used
the AK-47 as a room mic for drums and piano,
and on acoustic guitars.”
Besides handling all of the production, cowriting, and core instrumentation, Amendola brought in Grammy Award-winning engineer Butch Jones to assist in the mixing of the
album; special guest Jody Porter (Fountains
of Wayne) to bring some power pop guitar;
and Grammy Award-winning producer/singer
Mark Hudson, for his classic, lush background
vocals on the ballad “Same Mistakes.”

Pictured in Brooklyn’s 825 Records studio is Katie
Lee and Telefunken’s AK-47 MkII large diaphragm
condenser microphone.
“Every day, I learned something new from
Matty,” says Katie Lee. “He knows how to
challenge me and push me to go where I didn’t
even think I could go with a song. We’re a great
team—I’m very lucky.”

Recording Academy P&E Wing Sets 2 AES Special Events
BOOTH 557 As part of its ongoing efforts to
offer educational resources and other development opportunities to audio professionals,
The Recording Academy Producers & Engineers Wing is hosting two special events at the
139th International AES Convention.
On Saturday, October 31, an international
panel titled “Your Credits, Your Money,
the new Data Standards and DDEX—What
YOU Need to Know!” will take place from
10:45 to 11:45 a.m. Paul Jessop of County
Analytics will serve as moderator. Panelists

will include Jonathan Bender, COO, SoundExchange; Maureen Droney, managing
director, Producers & Engineers Wing; Niels
Rump, DDEX Secretariat; and John Spencer, president, BMS/Chace. This workshop,
held in collaboration with The Recording
Academy Producers & Engineers Wing, will
introduce attendees to new data standards,
an exciting new metadata collection application, and information about how these will
impact audio and recording professionals in
the very new future.

Also on Saturday at 2 p.m. is the highly anticipated special event, “GRAMMY
SoundTables: After Hours: Mixing for Late
Night TV.” Slated panelists include Harvey
Goldberg (Late Show with David Letterman,
The Late Show with Stephen Colbert), Josiah
Gluck (Saturday Night Live) and Lawrence
Manchester (The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon), who will discuss the unique
challenges faced by audio professionals mixing music for late night’s fast-paced talk and
variety formats.
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Moseley Goes Barefoot for Records, Film

API Heeds Call for Line
Amplifier
BOOTH 537 After many years of requests for
an API line amp, the company is unveiling
its newest addition to the 500-Series module line: the 535-LA line amplifier. Modeled
after API’s console-based 325 booster
cards, the 535 can both
amplify and attenuate
API’S 535-LA
incoming and outgoing
line amplifier
signals for ultimate flexibility—all while providing
the trademark API warmth and tone. The
535 is useful anywhere signal levels need adjusting.
The 535 can also add warmth to digital signals such
as DAW outputs, and features an LED clip indicator.
The 535-LA also includes a balanced input,
a polarity switch, a 20db pad for incoming signal
attenuation and a three position toggle switch. The
toggle switch allows for different output gain levels
from the transformer, which is designed to drive long
balanced lines with low distortion just as the 325
booster card does. Output gain range is from 6dB to
45dB. The 535 utilizes the discrete 2510 and 2520
op amps along with API proprietary transformers to
create the unique, warm and reliable sound that fans
of API expect.

really love the definition in the high mid-range.
The bottom end is great, it’s warm.”
Recently, Moseley has mixed the score for
feature movies such as The Big Wedding featuring Robert De Niro, The Dark Valley and
other TV and film music, as well as a number
album projects. “One of my most enjoyable
experiences with these speakers is that I can
really get my definition, get my placement,
and hear back what I’m hearing in my head
and actually make it happen, and then send
it to mastering and they say, ‘We don’t really
have to do too much with this.’ That’s always
good.”

PHOTO: DAVID GOGGIN.

BOOTH 932 Prominent English producer/engineer Adam Moseley has chosen Barefoot
Sound MicroMain45 monitors for his loft studio in downtown Los Angeles. Moseley got his
start at London’s Trident Studios, where he
learned his craft while working with such legends as Phil Ramone, Tom Dowd, Mutt Lange
and Steve Lillywhite.
“I’ve worked in some of the top studios in
lots of different countries,” says Moseley, “and
I’ve found that the hardest thing is getting a
room that’s true and getting a sound that’s true
to my own acoustic perception and design. I’ve
been working with these Barefoot MM45s and

Producer/engineer/mixer Adam Moseley is shown
in his Los Angeles studio with Barefoot MM45
monitors.

UNT Connects with Focusrite RedNet
BOOTH 218 The College of Music at the University of North Texas recently completed
a large installation of RedNet components
from Focusrite. A total of 44 RedNet units,
which act as interfaces for the Dante Ethernet-based audio-over-IP network infrastructure, now connect the school’s two main performance halls, each of which has its own
recording control room, and a portable jazz
workshop with a total of 64 I/O. The system
was sold and designed by A/V design and
installation firm Audio DAWg (Spunky Brunone, owner) of Irving, Texas. The system
installation at the University, located in Denton, Texas, took place in August of this year.
Brunone says he’s been increasingly seeing
the RedNet/Dante combination as the perfect
solution for exactly this kind of complex,
multi-space situation. “Dante offers schools
like the University of North Texas a way to
move audio around a big campus efficiently and cost-effectively, and RedNet has the

(from left) Ted White (RedNet Senior Technical
Sales), Kurt Howell (RedNet National Accounts
Manager), Blair Liikala (Director, Recording
Services, UNT College of Music) and Derek Miller
(Audio Technical Director, UNT College of Music),
pictured in the Murchison Performing Arts Center
with a portion of the University of North Texas
College of Music’s arsenal of Focusrite RedNet
devices.
interfaces for any type of connectivity they
need. It’s a great combination.”

Neutrik Launches 10-Pin XLR Connectors
BOOTH 123 During AES, Neutrik is featuring
its latest multi-pin product line for transmitting both data and power: the 10-pin XLR
line. Fitting in the same form factor as other
XLR connectors, Neutrik’s 10-pin XLR is
perfect for transmitting four twisted pairs of
data at Cat 5e performance plus up to 16A
of power @ 50V using two large, dedicated
power pins.
The cable connectors for the new 10-pin

derived from Neutrik’s DLX
family, offering industry-standard D-size housings and superior RF protection and shielding as
a result of the DLX connectors’
innovative duplex ground contact design.
With this new XLR design, Neutrik’s
10-pin XLR line offers an easy-to-assemble
and rugged multi-pin connection solution. The
XLR line will be available Q4 2015.
Neutrik’s
10-pin XLR
connector
line

XLR line are based on Neutrik’s latest-generation XX series. The chassis connectors are
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AMS Neve Is More Than OK In Oklahoma Studio
BOOTH 427 The co-owners of The Music Group
have celebrated the tenth anniversary of their
studio in Edmond, OK, with the purchase of
two new AMS Neve consoles, a Genesys G96
and a Genesys Black.
Chris Freels and L.G.Hamilton merged their
two successful studios in 2005 to form the new
company and built a new three-studio recording
facility. Now they work across a number of fields,
from advertising and film soundtracks to full on

music production, working with independent artists as well as those signed to major labels.
The Genesys G96 has gone into their studio
A. “It’s perfect because it’s geared towards
large-scale tracking and mixing,” Freels notes,
“but isn’t so big that it’s unmanageable. It’s
also very flexible and I love the fact that it has
the classic 1073 preamps and that I can choose
which type of EQ to use, the 1084 or the 88R.”
Installed in Studio B, Genesys Black focuses

The Music Group, a three-studio recording facility in
Edmond, OK, celebrated its 10th anniversary with the
purchase of two new AMS Neve Genesys console.
on overdub sessions and caters to more DAW
clients than Studio A. Freels says it’s proving
to be the perfect choice.

ShowNews
Boffo Lineup for AES
Project Studio Expo
The Audio Engineering Society will once again
showcase its popular Project Studio Expo (PSE)
at it 139th Convention October 30, 31, and
November 1 at the PSE Stage on the Exhibition
floor. The Project Studio Expo offers presentations targeted to working in personal and project
studio environments and is open to all AES139
attendees with either a free Exhibits-Plus or Premium All Access badge.
This latest edition of the AES Project Studio
Expo, presented in association with Sound On
Sound and sponsors Genelec, Neumann and
Prism Sound, offers attendees an ideal environment to listen, learn and connect with their
peers, while bringing together the latest tools,
techniques and experts in audio engineering
and production. This year’s presenters on the
PSE Stage for days one and two are slated to
include respected industry veterans Craig Anderton, Larry Crane, Fab Dupont, Brian Jackson,
Manhattan Producers Alliance, Hugh Robjohns,
Mike Senior, John Storyk and Paul White. Topics cover a wide range of interesting and relevant topics, from “Making the Most of Your
Project Studio Purchasing Budget,” “The Five
Most Common Project Studio Recording Mistakes,” “Personal Networking for the Audio Professional,” “Outside the Box: Alternative Outlets
for Your Music,” and “Building and Developing
a Career,” to more technical issues including
“Levels, Headroom, and Loudness,” “The REAL
Skills You Need to Record Professionally,” “Mixing an Ensemble Recording,” and more.
On the third day of the Project Studio Expo,
November 1, premier sponsor Prism Sound
will take over the PSE Stage to present its “Mic
to Monitor” series of educational seminars and
workshops.
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Live Sound Expo Returns to AES
This year’s 139th AES International Convention is offering up a number of unique presentations and events, Notable among them is
the return, for its second year, of Live Sound
Expo (LSE), which will bring keen insight and
expert advice to live sound engineers of all
types, from installed sound to Broadway to
touring sound. This year’s Live Sound Expo,
produced in association with Pro Sound News,
offers expert advice for the broad spectrum
of live sound engineers—some 25 percent of
Convention attendees—with an emphasis on
practical applications covering topics ranging
from live sound in theaters, music venues and
houses of worship. It will address key topics
such as how the changing state of wireless
audio will affect professional users, how virtual sound checks and networked audio are
combining to create a more efficient workflow

for live sound engineers, and live sound console and microphone design and use.
This second edition of the AES Live Sound
Expo follows its successful debut at last year’s
AES Convention in L.A. This year the LSE
will be broken up topically across the three
days, addressing important segments of Live
Sound and Sound Reinforcement. Sponsors for
the LSE include Cadac, Clear-Com, DiGiCo,
DPA Microphones, EAW, L-Acoustics, Optocore, Sennheiser, Waves Audio and Yamaha.
Broadway Day (Friday, October 30) is
devoted to live sound in the theatrical environment, with topics slated to include Theatrical Vocal Miking; Wireless Issues for Live
Theater: Broadway and Beyond; Theater
Sound System Design and Optimization; Theatrical Console Automation; Networking For
Theater; and Theatrical Sound Design.

The Word And Music: House Of Worship
Sound/Fixed Install Day (Saturday, October 31)
offers a range of HOW and venue installation
presentations including topics such as Speech
Intelligibility: Contributing Factors; Miking
Grand Piano and Choirs; Mono vs Stereo vs
LCR in HOW and Fixed-Install; IEM Fundamentals and Hearing Conservation; The
Future of Wireless: Now What?; and Modern Digital Mixing Console Fundamentals: A
Practical and Ergonomic Approach.
Tour Sound Day (Sunday, November 1) will
cover the latest in tour sound technologies and
techniques, with presentations slated to include
Virtual Sound Checks And Processing In A
Networked Environment; Shed and Arena
Loudspeaker Optimization: Pulling Big Shows
Together; Choosing the Right Vocal Mic; and
Talking with the Artist: Sharing the Vision.
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Ocean Way Audio Unveils New
Near-Field Monitors
BOOTH 337 Ocean Way Audio (OWA) is unveiling two new near-field monitors—the HR4 and
the Pro2A.
Based on the legendary sonic performance of
the Ocean Way HR2 speaker, the HR4 is a twoway, self-powered monitor that is at home on a
consoles meter bridge or free-standing speaker
stands.
The HR4 reproduces a frequency range of
45Hz to over 20kHz with an SPL of 115db;
therefore, no sub-woofer is required. However,
for those who want to play their mix excep-

tionally loud, the company offers a companion
self-powered sub, the S12A, which pushes levels
beyond 118db and frequency response down to
30Hz.
The Pro2A has been adapted from the awardwinning hi-fi designs of Bruce Marien, director
of engineering, re-focused for the studio mixing
environment. This two-way speaker also meets
the standards of excellence established by OWA
founder/CEO Allen Sides, and offers a unique
trapezoid design, reproducing frequencies from
38Hz to 22kHz delivering an SPL of 110db.

Ocean Way Audio president Rick Plushner
unveiling OWA’s new HR4 two-way, self-powered
monitor.

DiGiCo Shows S21 Digital Mixing Console
BOOTH 627 DiGiCo is featuring its new S21
digital mixing console.
“We wanted to design an entry level console
that retained all the features and values DiGiCo is known for in terms of quality, ergonomics and style, and one we could be
truly proud of at a price point that
allows even more audio engineers to
join the DiGiCo family,” notes managing
director James Gordon.
“The worksurface design speaks for itself,”
adds technical director John Stadius, “but
in terms of audio you have the same FPGA
algorithms as the SD7, and the mic pre design
is lifted from the 192kHz SD-Rack. It’s also

ROYER LABS, BOOTH 827 Royer Labs is
featuring the new R-122 MKII phantompowered ribbon microphone. The R-122 MKII
is essentially an R-122 with two additional
features: (1) a switchable -15 dB pad and (2)
a switchable bass cut filter. The switchable
-15 dB Pad allows for high SPL recordings
with no microphone distortion or preamplifier
overload. The pad is positioned before any of
the microphone’s electronics--greatly reducing
any potential for headroom related distortion.
With the pad engaged, the R-122 MKII has 2
dB lower output than the company’s flagship
R-121 microphone. The MKII’s switchable
bass cut filter is positioned at 100 Hz (6 dB per
octave). When activated, this filter helps reduce
the excess low end created by proximity effect,
commonly experienced during close miking of
vocals and acoustic instruments.

PMC Covers
the Waterfront
at AES
BOOTH 1A01 The Professional Monitor Company (PMC) is hosting a range of presentations

PMC is showing its full range of twotwo monitors

DiGiCo’s 821
digital mixing console
96kHz with no processing limitations from day
one, like all the other DiGiCo consoles.”

from the industry’s finest engineers, artists and
producers at this year’s AES Convention.
PMC’s Masters of Audio demo room will
also be used for technical presentations and
playback session by the AES for numerous 9.1
surround sound sessions highlighting the Auro3D format.
At its show floor booth (1A01), the company is showing its full range of twotwo monitors.
This series includes the largest twotwo model, twotwo.8 monitor and the
versatile twotwo.6, both of which are
popular with producers and composers.
Also on show will be PMC’s two
two sub2. Designed to complement the
twotwo range, this active subwoofer
provides greater headroom and dynamics than its smaller sibling, the twotwo
sub1.
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Blue Sky Unveils Audio
Management Controller

Sound Summit New
York Leads Into AES

BOOTH 627 Blue Sky is introducing its new Audio Management Controller (AMC) at this year’s AES Convention. Designed to complement
Blue Sky’s Star System One monitoring system, the new AMC is additionally compatible with virtually all other studio monitors.
Building on Blue Sky’s previous-generation Bass Management Controller, the AMC adds many new capabilities, including precise, centralized control over levels, balance, mute, selection of house curves, and
various other system configuration settings. The AMC is an eight-channel DSP-based system, and each channel features 1/3-octave EQ, eight
bands of filters and parametric EQ (ten bands of parametric EQ on the
bass channel), and variable delay for time alignment.
Integrating with Blue Sky’s Speaker Room Optimization autoalignment system (SRO)
in conjunction with bundled Windows software,
AMC’s other features
include: eight system
presets (EQ curves, etc.),
lip sync delay, 7.1 bass
management with variable cutoff frequency per
channel, and an externally- accessible mute input. Blue Sky’s Audio Management Controller (AMC)

BOOTH 343 Sound Summit New York is
taking place the day prior to the opening of the 139th AES Convention Technical program, and two days prior to
convention’s exhibition, on Wednesday,
October 28, 2015 from 3 to 8 p.m. at
New York University Tisch School of
the Arts/Film and TV. A collaborative
presentation from DPA Microphones
(Booth 727), Lectrosonics (Booth 343) and Sound Devices, LLC, this
is the fourth in a series of regional events throughout the U.S.
All Sound Summit events serve as an informal industry thought
leadership and mixing discussion focused on location sound recording
and best practices for microphone applications and wireless microphone usage.
Sound Summit New York will include a combination of short informative presentations, networking and Q&A opportunities for these manufacturers to share ideas with and learn from the local audio community.
Attendees are then invited to visit with the sponsoring companies during
the 139th AES Convention
The New York University Tisch School of Arts/Film and TV is
located at 721 Broadway (9th floor lobby), New York, NY 10003. To
sign up for this free event, register at www.thesoundsummit.org/NYC.

New Software, Tools in RTW Focus
BOOTH 718 (AVID Pavilion) RTW is
showcasing its latest tools and software,
namely the new Continuous Loudness
Correction Software, Version 3.0 of
Mastering Tools and the new TM3 USB
Connect Tool.
The Continuous Loudness Correction (CLC) technology, developed and
patented by Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT), is offered as a plug-in or

RTW’s TM3-Primus

standalone software and allows users to
constantly adapt the level of audio they
are working on, against a given program-loudness value, along with a definable loudness range in real-time with
minimal obstacles. The CLC software
is capable of handling DAW audio, live
audio and files. It may be operated with
the most common DAW software products with Mac and PC.
The RTW TM3 USB Connect
software enables a direct connection
between a TM3-Primus as a plug-in
within a DAW environment. It offers
a remote control within the DAW for
start, stop and reset on the TM3-Primus. With this software, it is no longer
necessary to define the TM3-Primus
as an output device. The TM3-Primus
may now be connected to any channel
or group in the DAW project just by
inserting the plug-in into the desired
channel.

Jensen Transformers Features
New ISO-MAX DI Boxes
BOOTH 470 Jensen Transformers’ new ISO-MAX Media-1
and Media-2 DI boxes are
specially designed to eliminate noise when using laptops and other consumer
audio sources.
Featuring advanced
connectivity, the Media-1 and
Media-2 direct boxes are equipped
with Jensen JT-DB-EPC transformers. Each of these is also equipped with Jensen
a variable pad that enables the user Transformers’
to precisely adjust the input level to
ISO-MAX Media-2
enable all types of media sources such
DI box
as laptops, tablets, video players and
DJ mixers to be connected using the
quarter-inch RCA or 3.5mm inputs while allowing the user to
set the signal level on the fly. The Media-1 is a single channel
device that automatically mixes the stereo source to mono
saving valuable channels in the PA system while the Media-2
retains full stereo functionality.
As with all Jensen products, these are made in the United States and feature exceptionally linear performance from
10 Hz to 40 kHz. Galvanic isolation, internal faraday shielding and a mu-metal exterior combine to provide unmatched
noise rejection and immunity from buzz and hum caused by
ground loops.
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Movaje Audio Launches Signature Series Line
BOOTH 829 At AES, Mojave Audio is showcasing the new MA-1000 large diaphragm multipattern tube condenser microphone, the first
model in the company’s new Signature Series
line of products. Designed by Technical Grammy award winning microphone designer David
Royer, the MA-1000 features an original new
old-stock 5840 tube, a 251-style capsule, and
a custom-designed transformer built by Coast
Magnetics. Among its notable attributes, the
MA-1000 includes a remotely controlled, con-

tinuously variable polar pattern selector that is
located on microphone’s power supply.
The MA-1000 also offers a switchable 15dB
pad that facilitates high SPL recordings with no
microphone distortion or preamplifier overload.
This is particularly useful for close miking electric guitars. Similarly, the microphone provides
a switchable low frequency roll-off designed to
reduce the excess low end created by proximity effect, the bass buildup commonly experienced during close miking of vocals and acoustic

Mojave Audio’s MA-1000
large diaphragm multipattern tube condenser
microphone
instruments. The LF rolloff capability is also useful when miking electric
guitars where less lowend buildup is desired.
The MA-1000 will be
available in Q4, 2015.

WAM Moves Into Former SF Soundworks Studio
BOOTH 947 Women’s Audio Mission (WAM),
a nonprofit dedicated to the advancement of
women in music production and the recording
arts, moved into a new recording studio, the for-

Prism Sound
Brings ‘Mic to
Monitor’ to AES
BOOTH 543 As part of the AES’s Project Studio Expo, Prism Sound is hosting a special
Mic to Monitor educational event at this
year’s AES Exhibition in New York.
Mic to Monitor AES New York, which
takes place on November 1, incorporates a
series of seminars that will run throughout
the day. Targeted at all levels of music production and engineering attendees, these seminars aim to dispel the many myths surrounding the recording process. They also aim to
answer those all-important questions such as
what makes great gear “great,” what it takes
to become a successful audio engineer, and
how do professionals tackle different aspects
of their productions to create hit records?
Among the speakers lined up for this
unique event are Ian Dennis, Prism Sound’s
technical director; Leif Masses, founder of Maselec; Ben Lilly, technical sales
and applications engineer at ATC; Glenn
Kuras. president of Gik Acoustics.
The 200-seater Project Studio Expo is
located on the show floor next to the exhibits and is open to the public. The seminars,
which last approximately 45 minutes, are
free to attend.

mer SF Soundworks Studio, earlier this year and
has since attracted major support from audio
manufacturers Dolby Labs, Sweetwater, Audient, Avid, Meyer Sound, Belden, Blue, Line 6,
iZotope, Mackie, AKG, Ableton and XQP.
Sweetwater founder and president Chuck
Surack said, “Sweetwater, and my wife Lisa
and I, are honored to support Women’s Audio
Mission by donating to the capital campaign
for their new facility. When I saw that they were
serving more than 1,200 women annually, with
training in recording, I knew this was an organization that was truly making a difference in the
music world. I hope music instrument and pro
audio vendors and retailers throughout the country will consider making a donation as well.”
SF Soundworks Studio was home to many
high-profile recording projects with artists such
as Alanis Morissette, R.E.M., Timbaland and

Terri Winston, WAM founder and executive director,
in the organization’s new recording studio, formerly
SF Soundworks Studio
Radiohead. The new studio is triple the size
of WAM’s previous facility, and will allow the
nonprofit to serve over 300 additional women
and girls a year (1,200 women and girls total)
with free and low-cost recording arts training.

iZotope Spotlights RX 5 Audio Editors
reverb, EQ Match, LevBOOTH 819 The new
eler, Normalize) and
iZotope RX 5 Audio
then save that chain as
Editor and RX 5
a preset so that mulAdvanced Audio Editiple processes can be
tor efficiently repair
recalled and applied in
and enhance common
a single click for repetiproblematic production
tive tasks.
audio while speeding
For even faster
up workflows that cur- The GUI of iZotope’s RX 5 Audio Editor
workflows between
rently require multiple
Pro Tools and RX 5, RX Connect has been
manual editing passes. RX 5’s new Instant
enhanced to support individual Pro Tools
Process tool lets editors “paint out” unwanted
clips and crossfades with any associated
sonic elements directly on the spectral display
handles so that processed audio returns “in
with a single mouse gesture. The new Module
place” to the Pro Tools timeline, maintaining
Chain allows users to define a custom chain
complete editing control.
of processing (e.g. De-click, De-noise, De-
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Radial Engineering Ships JDV
Active Direct Box
BOOTH 470 Radial Engineering Ltd. is shipping the new generation of
JDV, the JDV Mk5. The JDV Mk5 is a 100 percent discrete
class-A active direct box that retains the original zeronegative feedback topology, yet adds an incredible array
of features.
The new design begins with two inputs,
Radial
each
with a volume control signal presEngineering’s
ence
and
overload LEDs, plus a fully variJDV Mk5 class-A
able
high-pass
filter to tame excessive botactive direct box
tom end resonance. Selecting between the
two inputs can be done using the front panel AB select or by adding an optional JR2 remote control. This also enables the user to mute the output to change instruments or quiet the system down
between sets.
Although capable of handling any type of signal, the JDV Mk5 is primarily intended for use
with bass and acoustic instruments.

Shure Ships MOTIV Digital Line
BOOTH 219 Shure Incorporated’s
MOTIV digital products, a new microphone line suited for individuals looking to capture high-quality audio for
vocal/acoustic recording, podcasts,
YouTube videos, field recording, and
more, are now shipping. The easy to
use MOTIV products include four new
Apple MFi (made for iPhone, iPod,
iPad) Certified devices, including three
condenser microphones and a sleek
digital audio interface that can connect directly to any iOS device without additional adapters or connection
kits. In addition, the MVL, an omnidirectional
condenser lavalier microphone, is part of the
MOTIV family.
Shure MOTIV digital microphones, as well
as the digital interface, feature user-selectable
DSP preset modes to ensure great sound no
matter the application. Designed to support
digital-recording users seeking better audio quality, MOTIV’s preset modes—speech, singing,
flat, acoustic instrument, and loud—set audio
parameters behind the scenes. By using the preset modes to specify what is being recorded,
select models automatically adjust the audio
processing by setting gain, EQ, and compression for the best recordings, every time. The
microphone line includes: MV5 Digital Condenser Microphone; MV88 iOS Digital Stereo
Condenser Microphone; MV51 Digital Large-

Shure’s MOTIV digital
microphone family

Diaphragm Condenser Microphone; MVi Digital Audio Interface; MVL Lavalier; ShurePlus
MOTIV Mobile Recording App (Free).

SPONSOR Universal Audio is introducing the Apollo
Twin USB high-resolution desktop interface with
Realtime UAD Processing for Windows-based
recording systems using USB 3. This sleek 2x6 USB
audio interface combines high-quality 24/192 kHz
audio conversion with onboard Realtime UAD-2 DUO
Processing. With its ergonomic desktop design, rugged
aluminum construction, and front panel headphone
and instrument connections, Apollo Twin USB allows
Windows 8.1 and Windows 7 users to record in real
time (at near-zero latency) through the full range of
UAD Powered Plug-Ins from Neve, Studer, Manley,
Marshall, API and more.

Waves’ eMo D5 Dynamics plugin

Waves Ships eMo
D5 Dynamics
Plugin

BOOTH 437 Waves Audio is shipping the
eMo D5 Dynamics plugin. The first plugin to use Waves’ groundbreaking Parallel Detection technology, the Waves eMo
D5 delivers the power of five state-of-theart dynamics processors—Gate, Leveler,
DeEsser, Compressor and Limiter—in one
easy-to-use interface.
Thanks to Waves’ Parallel Detection
technology, each of the five processors
responds to the original signal and to each
of the other processed signals simultaneously. This lets users instantly control the
total dynamic change introduced by the
different processors, ensuring that the final
sound achieves maximum clarity without
over-compression.
The eMo D5 also provides a combined
gain reduction meter for the Leveler, Compressor and Limiter, making it even easier
for users to monitor and control their levels.
The eMo D5 is a Swiss army knife for
dynamics. With its single-page GUI, users
will be able to set up a dynamically balanced
mix with maximum efficiency, saving tremendous amounts of time by not having to
open and tweak different dynamic plugins.
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Grammy Winner Bishop Is a
Sanken Man
BOOTH 843 Michael Bishop, 2015 Grammy
winner for Best Engineered Album, Classical, utilized his Sanken CO-100K microphones to record Vaughan Williams: Dona
Nobis Pacem; Symphony No. 4; The Lark
Ascending. Bishop’s Sanken microphones
are unique, the world’s first designed for
recording music up to 100kHz. “They are
the perfect match for the formats in which I
record,” explains Bishop. “It’s Direct Stream
Digital, which is sampled at rates up to
11.2 MHz, and has frequency response out
beyond 100K, and a high resolution PCM
recording, again with frequency response
well out beyond the range of human hearing.
“The reason we want to have the front
end of our recording system be that wide
bandwidth is that when you start rolling
off high-end, that roll-off actually extends
down into the range of human hearing.

Michael Bishop adjusting a Sanken CO-100K
microphone.
You want to push any anomalies of frequency response, filtering, or whatever, out
well beyond the range of human hearing so
that where we can hear, all the harmonics
remain intact, and all of the information is
flat well out beyond 20K.”

VUE Audiotechnik Expands to
Japanese Market
BOOTH 1B04 VUE Audiotechnik is entering into a partnership
with Eastern Sound Factory Co., LTD., which will be the
exclusive VUE distributor throughout Japan. As Eastern
Sound Factory is the first to introduce VUE to the Japanese market, it will initially
carry 20 different VUE
products from various
product classes including
a-Class Advanced Passive Systems, i-Class Superior Integration Systems, h-Class
Premium Powered Systems, al-Class Scalable Line Array
Systems and V Series Systems Engines. The partnership
was effective as of September 2015.
Thanks to the VUE product line’s superior sound quality and adaptability to a myriad of applications and venue
types, Eastern Sound Factory will be able to demo the
equipment for fixed installations, live event productions
and for many public open-space installations that may be
required for future world sports events.
“We understood and appreciate VUE’s commitment
to audio quality, and also appreciate the aesthetic design
of their speakers,” observes Kazunori Mori, president of
Eastern Sound Factory. “We feel that VUE has a fresh
and exciting attitude toward product development, and
are anticipating that VUE’s adaptations to the new market in Japan will result in increased business in all of our
markets.”
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Great British Recording Studios
Panel, Book Signing Set
BOOTH 548 Music journalist and author Howard Massey is at AES to
moderate a panel discussion about The Great British Recording Studios on
Friday, October 30, at 5 p.m. Some of the most important and influential
recordings of all time were created in British studios during the 1960s and
1970s—iconic places like Abbey Road, Olympic, Trident, Decca, Pye,
IBC, Advision, AIR and Apple. This presentation will unravel the origins
of the so-called “British Sound” and celebrate the people, equipment, and
innovative recording techniques that came out of those hallowed halls,

including rare photographs, videos, and
musical examples.
Joining Massey on his panel will be
Tony Visconti, Malcolm Toft, Malcolm Atkin and Jules Standen.
Massey will be signing copies of his
new book The Great British Recording Studios, published by Hal Leonard Books,
on Saturday, Oct. 31, at 4 p.m at the Hal
Leonard booth (548).

Grace Design
Adds Dante
Option
BOOTH 351 Grace Design is featuring the
m802 Dante module, a new AD module
option for its m802 remote controlled preamp. In addition to the existing AES3/
AES3-id and AES3/ADAT AD options
for the m802, Grace has now added a third
option that provides a Dante networked
audio solution.
The m802 Dante module provides m802
customers with eight channels of AES3 format AD conversion on a DB-25 connector,
and primary and secondary Dante network
connections on Ethernet connectors. With
the Dante option, the m802 can transmit
all eight channels at 24-bit, 44.1-192 kHz to
any Dante receiving device on the network.
It can serve as the master clock source on
the network or synchronize the m802 ADC
clock to other connected Dante devices.
m802 Dante sample rates can be changed
by other network connected units, which
requires use of the free Dante controller
software application from Audinate.
The Dante option can be ordered for
new m802’s and installed and tested at the
Grace factory. For customers with existing m802s that would like to upgrade to a
Dante module, or have one or more of their
existing m802 AD cards changed out to be
Dante compatible, there are upgrade paths
available for this.
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L-Acoustics X Series In North
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business of games, whether you’re a newbie
or a film, TV or music production veteran.
“Game Audio Education--New Opportunities
for Students” will host Steve Horowitz from
San Francisco’s Game Audio Institute, Berklee’s Michael Sweet and others who will talk
about degree programs and alternatives inside
and outside the traditional educational system.
Sunday, November 1 ventures into the
the structure and deployment strategies for
multiple music tracks composed in a system
of dynamic layers in the session “Interactive
Music of the LittleBigPlanet Franchise: Dissecting A Complex, Multi-Component System.” The presenter, Composer Winifred
Phillips, has over 11 years of game industry
experience, including six games in the famous
LittleBigPlanet franchise.
Additional information and a complete listing of Game Audio Track events is available at
http://www.aes.org/events/139/gameaudio/.

American Debut

BOOTH 1B03 L-Acoustics
is spotlighting its new
X Series at AES. A new
line of coaxial speakers
for the installation and
rental markets, the three
new enclosures in the X
Series family—the X8 live
monitor, X12 multipurpose enclosure and
X15 reference stage monitor—represent
the most recent engineering innovations at
L-Acoustics and directly benefit from the
research and development breakthroughs
that led to the launch of K2 last year.
The new X Series responds to the
demands of the industry’s top sound
designers. Improvements include highexcursion neodymium drivers, ellipsoid
directivity, laminar vented ports and up

L-Acoustics’ X Series
coaxial speaker

to 30 percent weight reduction. Used as
a stage monitor, the X Series offers low
latency monitor presets and a seven percent
lower profile. In installation applications
the X Series comes with a complete range
of flexible rigging accessories and a RAL
custom color program. With improved
radiation control and low frequency performance, the X Series is a true point-source
system, boasting pristine sound for short
throw applications.

Classifieds
Career Marketplace

Furniture
see at booth #140

halodesk.com $1,499*

Acoustical Products
For the latest industry news visit
prosoundnews.com or proaudioreview.com
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fessionals. Hosted by a brain trust of experts,
this year’s installment includes guidance
(“Making the Most of Your Studio Purchasing
Budget,” “The Special Sauce for Mixing a Hit
Record”), skill development (“Brickwall Limiting Options in Modern Music Production,”
“Mastering Inside Your DAW”), and business
advice (“Audio As a Business: Building and
Developing a Career”). As many universities
and trade schools are slated to bring dozens
of audio students to the Convention, the AES
provides this environment for the next generation of professionals to learn, network and
meet their future peers.
Notable growth within the AES has come
as of late from the live sound realm, especially
as technologies increasingly cross-over between
audio recording and capture/reinforcement,

broadcast |
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the future of television.
Reed Hundt admitted in 2011 to promoting the internet over television as the nation’s
dominant communications medium during his
time as FCC chairman in the 1990s. Over two
decades later, Broadcast and Streaming Media
Track chair David Bialik has programmed a
panel entitled “Audio and IP: Are We There
Yet?” (Oct. 30, 9 a.m.). Panelists will discuss
the audio networking and internet delivery
protocols currently available and, faced with
the rise of content delivery entities such as Netflix, will try to answer the question, what is a
broadcaster?
The theme of this year’s four-hour DTV
Audio Group forum (Oct. 30, 1 p.m.) is
“The Accelerating Pace of Change in Television Audio.” Tom Sahara, VP, Operations
and Technology, Turner Sports and chairman,
Sports Video Group, will offer a keynote focusing on the greater-than-expected impact of
mobile and fixed streaming services. An update
on ATSC 3.0, the audio standard for nextgeneration TV, will debate whether it provides
a template for other future audio services.
The CALM Act in the U.S. and PLOUD in
Europe have largely put a lid on TV broadcast
loudness issues but the Web is still very much
the Wild West. Several members of the recently established AES Technical Committee on
Loudness in Streaming and Network Playback
will discuss their new recommendations for IP

most notably in networked systems. Sponsored
by NewBay Media’s Pro Sound News, Sound &
Video Contractor, Pro Audio Review and Mix
titles, the 2015 Live Sound Expo (LSE) addresses the needs of what is now a full quarter of AES
attendees: live sound professionals. With this
year’s NYC locale, the Convention is in a superb
place to exclusively cover theatrical audio
throughout LSE’s first day (with topics such
as “Theatrical Vocal Miking” and “Networking for Theater”) and a blend of technical and
philosophical topics over the weekend (“Mono
Vs. Stereo Vs. LCR in HOW and Fixed-Install,”
“Talking with the Artist: Sharing the Vision”).
In discussing this year’s AES Convention
with a cross section of audio industry peers, I
sense an especially high level of excitement. Our
field’s methodologies have never been in such
a state of transition, and this year’s AES show
confronts these topics head on, supported by a
floor-full of innovative product manufacturers.
delivery during the “Loudness for Streaming”
panel (Oct. 29, 4 p.m.).
With content suppliers being asked to deliver
new components to OTT providers at a rapid
pace, “Audio for Over the Top Television
(OTT)” (Oct. 31, 9 a.m.), a panel of technology
providers, content producers and service operators chaired by the NAB’s Skip Pizzi, will address
how audio is changing for streaming delivery.

rejuvenated |
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where hundreds of pro audio manufacturers unveil their greatest and latest creations,
providing attendees the chance to see gear up
close, often demoed and discussed by the very
engineers who created it. The opportunity to
learn about new technologies and gain greater understanding of equipment you use every
day can’t be missed.
Many of this year’s offerings take cleareyed looks at the future. The panel “Producing
Across Generations: New Challenges, New
Solutions-Making Records for Next to Nothing
in the 21st Century” will explore how to maximize modern production contracts and budgetary considerations, while the Platinum Series of
panels-talking with name producers, recording
engineers and mastering engineers-once again
takes place throughout the convention.
Looking at where the industry has come
from helps provide context for today, so
AES is also presenting events like a panel
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on “The Great British Recording Studios;”
this year’s Heyser Memorial Lecture given
by Forensic Audio Analyst Bruce E. Koenig,
titled “Acoustic Forensic Gunshot AnalysisThe Kennedy Assassination and Beyond;”
and Grammy-winning Jazz bassist Christian
McBride in conversation with producer/historian Harry Weinger for “Leader-Sideman: The
Life of a Jazz Musician.”
Returning to bring insight and understanding to the pro audio masses are the Project
Studio Expo and Live Sound Expo, both held
on the convention floor. The PSE will serve up
topics like “The Five Most Common Project
Studio Recording Mistakes” and “Audio as a
Business: Building and Developing a Career,”
while the LSE will collect its in-depth offerings
into specific groupings-Broadway Day; House
of Worship/Fixed Install Day; and Tour
Sound Day. Audio pros working in live sound
make up 25 percent of all attendees at AES, so
there’s lots more in store for them as well from
panels, lectures and workshops in the specific
Live Sound track.

